Abstract-In this paper several methods of dealing with Cauchy Principal Value integrals in advanced boundary element methods are discussed and compared. An attempt is made to present a comprehensive description of these methods in a unified, systematic manner. It is shown that the methods can be grouped into two basic approaches, the (more classical) indirect approach, such as the rigid-body motion technique in elastostatics, and the (more recent) direct approach, that allows any Cauchy Principal Value integral to be evaluated by standard quadrature formulae.
INTRODUCTION

The evaluation of Cauchy Principal Value (CPV)
integrals is one of the typical aspects of the Boundary Element Method (BEM). It is essentially due to the strong singularity shown by some kernel functions appearing in some boundary integral equations.
This problem has been addressed since the very beginning of the BEM development-now more than twenty years ago-as in his 1967 paper Rizzo [l] stated that "particular attention must be given singular kernels whose integrals exist only in the sense of a Principal Value."
While the definition of an integral as a CPV is a classical mathematical concept (as its name implies) and it arises in several disciplines, the need for an accurate and efficient evaluation of CPV integrals defined on curved conhmrs or surfaces apparently arose with the development of advanced boundary element methods (i.e., employing high order elements), and, so far, it has no counterpart in other numerical methods. Apart from analytical integration, which can be used only with low order straight or flat elements, various quite general methods have been devised to deal with these CPV integrals.
The aim of this paper is to present a comprehensive description of these methods. An attempt will be made to collect and unify the most significant results, generalize them when it is possible, and make comments which may be useful to the reader.
In particular, it will be shown that the methods can be classified into two basic approaches: the indirect approach typified by the 'rigid-body motion technique of elastostatics, and the more recent direct approach that transforms any CPV integral into a sum of regular integrals before computing them by standard quadrature formulae. Therefore, the idea that CPV integrals cannot be accurately and efficiently computed in a direct numerical way, as it is sometimes reported in the BEhI literature, should be definitely abandoned.
TIIE CONCEPT OF CAUCIIY PRINCIPAL VALUE
Before going into the description of why and how CPV integrals come into play in the BERI, the definition of classical one dimensional CPV is recalled. It is of fundamental importance to note that the integrals on both sides of the singularity s must be taken together, as any single contribution may not exist alone. Moreover, the limit process is performed considering a symmetric neighbourhood (s -E; s + E) around the pole s. Therefore, the symbol f is just a convenient abbreviation to indicate this particular limit process and in any manipulation of CPV integrals this fact must never be forgotten. A common CPV integral is the Hilbert transform, where the singular function g(z) has the form f(~)/(z -s) f b e2,.
(1 x-s (2)
A sufficient condition for the existence of this CPV integral is that f(x) satisfy a Holder condition. This means that there are constants k > 0 and 0 < (Y 5 1 such that we have
for z sufficiently close to s. Notice that IIijlder continuity is 'more restrictive' than simple continuity, though only pathological functions are continuous without satisfying a Holder condition as well.
In expression (2) the nature of the singularity is more explicit than in expression (1) . Most of the mathematical literature on the numerical evaluation of one-dimensional CPV integrals does, in fact, consider this case (see, to cite but a few, the survey papers [2, 3] , and the book [4, Section 2.12.81 which contain extensive bibliographies).
An interesting comparison among three different formulations of the same Gauss quadrature rule for CPV integrals of the form (2), along with stability considerations, is reported in a recent paper by Rabinowitz [5] . See also [6] for further details on the actual computational framework for one-dimensional CPV integrals. It is worth noting that the importance of subtracting the singularity to avoid numerical cancellation (i.e., to have better stabi1it.y) is often stressed in these papers.
Of course, we have supposed f(s) # 0 in expression (2) , so that the integrand function is actually singular at s. However, as it will be shown below, this is not always the case in the BEM! Expression (2) 1 a so shows another important feature of these singular functions:
The sign of the integrand must change when passing through the pole s. Otherwise, the strong singularity on one side cannot cancel out the equally strong singularity on the other side. As an obvious consequence, functions like f(x)/ I x -s 1 cannot be integrated even in the CPV sense, and in fact they do not occur in the standard BEM.
BOUNDARY INTEGRAL EQUATIONS AND CPV INTEGRALS
The starting point of any BEM solution is an integral equation, for scalar problems such as those governed by the Laplace or the IIelmholtz equation, or a coupled set of integral equations, for vector problems such as elastostatic problems, time-harmonic elastodynamic problems, etc. A general form may be the following [7] W(P) + J zj (Y, Q> uj ((2) WQ) = J, uij (P, Q> tj (Q) US, In (4), y E V and Q E S. A similar formulation can be given for axisymmetric problems, with S representing the contour of the meridian section [7, 8] .
In the integral identity (4) of the kernels Tij are of order (l/r) and (l/r'), T ---) 0. It is interesting to examine the limiting form of (4) as the interior point p is taken to a boundary point P (see, e.g., [7, p. 1911) . Th e p oint P can be surrounded by a small external volume 2, of arbitrary shape S,, so that the point P is an internal point for the new region V + v. Notice that it is merely usual to take as 2, the external part of a sphere (a circle in 2D) centred at P and of radius E. With reference to Figure 1 , equation (4) can be written 
3.
8.
Letting E ---f 0, the following boundary integral equation is obtained
where the so-called free term coefficients cij are given by the limit on S,
5.
(5)
It is important to note that, due to the shape of 21 (a circle or a sphere) which enforces the symmetry with respect to P of the vanishing neighbourhood s,, the Cauchy Principal Value of the contour or surface integral is used on the left side of (6) .
Some interesting remarks may be made about (6): (a) The original limit is defined on (S -sE) + S,, that is on the 'new' boundary taken as a whole (see (5)). II owever, it can be demonstrated lhat the two limits on (S -sE) and s,, taken separately, also exist. It is this property that allows the left hand side of (G) to be represented as a sum of free-terms (7) and CPV integrals. (b) The choice of a symmetric neighbourhood of P, such as a part of a circle or a sphere, is not mandatory, but merely more convenient for analysis, as the global limit on (S -s,) + S, is independent of the shape of the augmented region 21. IIowever, the values of the free-term coefficients and of the CPV integrals, taken separately, do actually depend upon the shape of 21. For more details see, e.g., [9, 10] .
(c) The boundary integral equations for scalar problems (e.g., Laplace eq. or Belmholtz eq.) do not actually contain CPV integrals. As a matter of fact, it can be demonstrated that, by virtue of the orthogonality of the direction of the outward normal to the boundary and the path of integration, the integrand has no longer a strong singularity. The same remark also applies, in vector problems, to the integrands with kernel functions of equal indices Thh(P, Q). In all these cases the singular term l/r, in 2D, and l/r', in 3D, is multiplied by &-/an = r,knk which is of order r as Q 4 P. On the other hand, the kernel functions with different indices (say Th,., h # k) have the singular term multiplied also by (r,knh -r,hnk) [ll, pp. 35-361 which, in general, does not approach zero as Q + P.
After the introduction of shape functions N'(e), of the intrinsic coordinate(s) <, to represent the geometry and the boundary fields in terms of nodal values, the discretized version of (6) is . The problem is now reduced to the evaluation of all the integral coefficients and in particular to the evaluation of the terms in square brackets, each one formed by the sum of a CPV integral and a cij coefficient.
Notice that it is sufficient just to evaluate the sum, as the corresponding CPV and cij are multiplied by the same nodal value.
INDIRECT APPROACH
It is apparent from (S), that the two (in 2D) or three (in 3D) terms in square brackets on the l.h.s., times the corresponding nodal values, can be expressed in terms of t%he r.h.s., which involves only either regular or weakly singular integrals, provided that all nodal values are known. This is the basic observation behind the in&cc2 approach.. Of course, to find in&iduaIly each term in square brackets, a set of two (in 2D) or three (in 3D) independent solutions of the same boundary integral equation must be used. Therefore, the problem is now reduced to finding, in closed-form, (at least) two or three elementary solutions of the boundary integral equation. These solutions must be valid whatever the shape S of the region under consideration.
Of course, they have no relation with the actual boundary conditions.
Rigid-Body Translation
Let us consider the 2D or 3D elastostatic problem. The simplest solution to the problem is to choose rigid-body displacements of the whole body in the directions of the coordinate axes, in turn Uh = 1, h = 1 and 2 (1, 2 and 3, in 3D); tlk = 0, k # 11; PI tj = 0, j = all values.
After the application of one of these elementary solutions (e.g., h = I), (8) becomes m(P) + f Til(P, Q) NY0 dS(Q) = -7 x J,. T,l(P, Q(t)) NC(t) J*(E) 4, (10) s.
b e which solves our problem. The rigid-body motion has many advantages over other possible choices. No stresses or tractions are generated in the body, thus no integrals of Uij occur in the r.h.s. of (10). Moreover, due to the fact that only one displacement component is non-zero in each elementary solution (9) , only the sum of one cij and one CPV appears on the 1.h.s. of (10) . Therefore, the solution of a 2 x 2, or 3 x 3 system of simultaneous equations is not required. Another possible advantage over other elementary solutions is that, whatever the shape functions employed, they are able to represent a rigid-body translation. This approach was first proposed by Lachat and Watson [11, 12] in their advanced BEM implementation, although Cruse [13] had already used the rigid-body idea to determine the cij coefficients after having computed all CPV integrals analytically (linear flat elements). Some int,eresting generalizations of the rigid-body motion approach, such as the use of an auxiliary contour to obviate the need to calculate the azimuthal integral for infinite domains [ll], are described by Watson in [9] . S ome remarks on the correct application of the rigid-body motion technique in case of integral equations in terms of local components can be found in [14] . In 2D and 3D potential problems, a uniform potential can be used in the same manner as a rigid-body motion in elastostatics. Though no CPV integrals would have to be computed in this case, the indirect approa.ch avoids the explicit evaluation of the free-term coefficients.
Axisymmetric Problems
In the axisymmetric formulation of the elastic problem, the rigid-body translation is useful only in the axial direction 2, since it does not exist in the radial direction R. Therefore, other elementary solutions have to be used in this case. As suggested by Sarihan and Mukherjee [15] , the 'inflation mode' (i.e., plane strain) can be used. The corresponding displacements and tractions are 
where X and p are the Lame's coefficients, and n.R and nz are the two components of the outward unit vector normal to the boundary.
This analytical solution shares one of the advantages of the rigid-body motion as only one displacement component is not zero. Unfortunately, all traction components are different from zero and, therefore, on the r.h.s. of the counterpart of (10) there are also all the integrals of Uij. Other possible choices, such as the hydrostatic stress, are listed in [8, Appendix F]. After the foregoing discussion, it is evident that the indirect approach to deal with CPV is essentially a 'problem dependent' method, as any different kind of problem requires a different elementary solution (if any).
Regularized Boundary Integral Equations
The knowledge of elementary solutions, such as the rigid-body motion, allows the boundary integral equations to be reformulated in a form free of Cauchy Principal Value integrals. To the best of the author's knowledge, this approach was first suggested by Rizzo and Shippy [lG] for 3D (thermo)elasticit,y.
Let us introduce a rigid-body motion in the boundary integral of (G), that is prior to any discretization.
so that we can write kij(P,S*) := Cij(P) + f, e Ej (P, Q) dS(Q) = -J, Zj (P, Q) dS(Q), r (12) where S, represents a portion of S on which the pole P lies and S,. is the remaining part of S. Then, adding and subtracting the following term uj(P> f Z;:j(P, Q) WQ), s * (13) Equation (6) (14 Equation (14) does not contain free-term coefficients and is free of CPV integrals, as the displacement field is always Holder continuous and kij is given by the r.h.s. term in (12) . Equation (14) is in the form originally given by Rizzo and Shippy [16] .
A more compact version of the regularized boundary integral equation can be obtained by letting S, -+ S and, therefore, S,. + 0 [17] (15)
The numerical implementation of (15), or (14), may be more expeditiously accomplished as any strong singularity has been removed. However, it should not be forgotten that the regularization required the knowledge of some elementary solutions of the boundary integral equation.
Regularization Using Two Different Sets of Integral Equations
Unfortunately, in some important cases, such as time-harmonic elastodynamics (i.e., scattering and radiation of elastic waves), no simple elementary solutions of the boundary integral equation are available.
However, it is possible to remove the singularity from the boundary integral equation for the present class of problems just as for elastostatics.
The basic idea for doing this was devised independently by Bui et al. [17] and Rizzo et al. [18] (see also [19] ). A comprehensive description of this regularization technique, along with some important generalizations, can be found in [20] . Let us consider, e.g., the boundary integral equation for time-harmonic elasticity &j(P)Qj(P;w) + f ~j(P,Q;W)icj(Q;u)dS(Q)=Js~jj(p,Q;w)i,(Q;w)dS(Q).
S Now, since a rigid-body motion is not a solution of (16), the transformation of (16) to a more convenient formula of type (15) is not so straightforward. To proceed further it is important to note that, as Q --$ P, the dynamic kernel Fij and the corresponding static kernel Tij have the same singularity, i.e., ?ij = O(Tij). This relation means that the two kernels have not only the same order of singularity (say l/r2 in 3D), but exactly the same asymptotic behaviour [20] . The singularity of the dynamic kernel is entirely included in its static counterpart.
As an important consequence, we have that tij(P) = cij(P), that is the dynamic free-term coefficients are equal to the corresponding static coefficients. Now, we can use the rigid-body motion in the static boundary integral equation, written for the same region S, to express the caj(P) in terms of a CPV integral on the whole boundary (see (12) , with S, * S).
This new representation of cij (P) = cij(P) can be inserted in the initial equation (16) to obtain (17) Notice that in (17) there are kernels of the original problem (elastodynamics) and also of a 'companion' problem (elastostatics). Equation (17) can be rewritten in 3 different forms, all free of CPV Qj(P;w)
J Oij ij(Q;w)dS, (19)
S S S
Js[~juj(Q;w)-T;,~j(P;w)]dS(Q)=Jsii.jij(Q;w)dS(Q). (20)
It is worth noting that, if ?ij E Tij, all these 3 expressions reduce to the regularized form (15) . Therefore, removing the singularity by using two distinct sets of kernel functions can be considered as a further generalization of the indirect approach. Nevertheless, it is still a problem dependent approach where the need for the knowledge of an elementary solution has been transferred to the 'companion problem.' Rizzo and Shippy applied this approach also to fully axisymmetric (class 0) elastic problems [21] , the 'companion problem' being that with the same axisymmetric geometry, but kernel functions of 'class 1.' The resulting integral equation, although regular, looks quite cumbersome. However, a much simpler regularization could be obtained by considering that the axisymmetric cij are equal to the corresponding coefficients of the plane strain case. Bonnet [22] has recently presented a unified regularization approach for time-domain elastodynamic problems which includes elastostatics and time-harmonic elastodynamics as particular cases.
DIRECT APPROACH
All the methods briefly described in the former section avoid the direct computation of CPV integrals.
They have some merits, but they have also induced among the BEM community the erroneous belief that the direct computation of CPV integrals can be achieved only by analytical integration (which has obvious limitations), while numerical integation has been often considered unsuitable.
Quite recently, on the contrary, Guiggiani Let us consider the case where the singular point P lies at the common point of two adjacent curved boundary elements, say Si and Sz (Figure 2 ). LVithout loss of generality, let us suppose that the pole P corresponds to t = 1 on Si and to < = -1 on Sz. Notice that the Jacobian at P on one element is, in general, different from the Jacobian at P on t,he other element, i.e., Jl(l) # J2(-1). With reference to the discretized equation (S), we have to compute CPV integrals of the type f Zj(p, Q) N"(t(Q)) dS(Q), s1+sz (21) where S, has been replaced by Si + S2, and Na collects the two shape functions (one each element) that equal 1 at P. Is is very important to remember that the CPV (21) is defined on the contour S and, therefore, the region of exclusion must be symmetric with respect to the curvilinear abscissa defined on S (Figure 1 ; see also (1) (e) Formula (22) holds in exact.ly the same form for infinite and semi-infinite bodies; (f) The extension of the direct approach to the case of a pole P within one element is given in [25] . The direct numerical evaluation of CPV has been extended also to the Galerkin version of the direct BEhl [26] .
The proposed approach is basically an extension of the classical method of subtracting out the singularity [2, 4] , the main difference being the introduction of different (non-linear) coordinate transformations on the two sides round the pole which yield the 'local' logarithmic terms.
Subtraction of the singularity is highly recommended [2, 5] , w h enever it is possible, as it provides, from the computational point ot view, the most stable algorithms (i.e., no numerical cancellation). Apparently, a drawback of the direct approach would appear to be the need for the explicit knowledge of the free-term coefficients.
Bowever, they can be easily evaluated for all relevant fields [7, 23, 24, 27] .
The extension of the direct computation of CPV integrals to three-dimensional BEM problems is presented
in [24] . The method has full generality and, therefore, there are no restriction on the type of elements employed.
Numerical examples confirm the effectiveness of the procedure along with its insensitivity to the mesh pattern. In [24] it is also shown how the same basic approach can be used for the direct evaluation of CPV integrals defined on (higher-order) internal cells, typical of elastoplastic or other nonlinear problems.
Incidentally, it is worth noting that the proposed method does not suffer the limitation of Kutt's formulae (e.g., [7, p.4531 
